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In Tlew of the inadequacy of available methods of measuring per
meabtllty and the desirabUtty of uBing a greater variety of living material,
• new quantitative method was developed for use with filamentous algae.
The method involves the measurement of the tension of the cell, T, Which
is a function of the concentration gradient acr088 the cell membrane, so that
T=K(P-p), where P is the osmotic pressure of the cell contents, p IB the
OIIIDOUC preaure of the external solution, and K Is a constant depending
on the diameter of the cell and the thickness of the cell wall. T Is
meanred by means of an optical tol'llion mlcrolever consisting of a
tunpten wire 36 micra In diameter stretched acr088 a duNouy Burface tension
.pparatus. The method ts unU81l&1ly well adapted for the Investigation
of perm_bUlly to rapidly penetrating substances because the optical lever
has very llttle inertia and thus permits the continuous recording of Im-

111_ of Ute esperImeDtal wortt wu COIld1lcted al the Pb1aIoIou ..d Blopb;plea
~torl. of Ute U.....nll,y of 'luu wader the dlreetloD of Prof. B. J. L1IIld.
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mediate resPODBe8 to environmental osmotic or chemical changes of a
population of similar cells. It permits the use of nonplasmolysing solu·
tlons. thus avoiding eell injury and any Blgnificant changes In the surface
area of the cells during the experiments and simplifying calculations of
permeability constants. Since the diffusing substances do not have to
penetrate thru different layers of cells. equilibrium is attained within a
short period of time, thus avoiding long exposures to the experimental
solutions and po88lble injury. The method permits accurate comparative
measurements of end- and exosmosis and iends itself to photographic
recording made under very high magnification. Permeability properties
of Rhizoclonj¥m. a fresh-water filamentous alga, were investigated. These
cells approached the behavior of perfect reversible osmometers in accord·
ance with the Avogadro-van't Hoff law. Repeated exposure to solutions
of various nonpenetrating solutes gave reproducible curves indicating that
the cells did not lose osmotically active substances during the experiments.
The cells were impermeable to strong electrolytes as ion pairs. were not
freely permeable to anions, anu were probably permeable to cations. The
permeabiltty to a series of ammonium salts of organic acids was tn
the following order: ammonium bicarbonate> valerate> butyrate>
propionate> acetate> formate. The same order of penetration was
demonstrated for the free acid series by staining the cells with pH In
dicators in immersion and microinjection experiments. The order of pen
etration was inversely proportional to the molecular weights of the
electrolytes and directly proportional to the lipoid solubility. It thus
emphasizes the role of lipoid solubility tn cell permeability. though mole
cular size as an important factor is not excluded. The order of penetra
tion of the ammonium salts indicated that the salts penetrate not as ions
but as free ammonia and undissoclated acids which recombine within the
cell, thus producing the observed osmotic effects.
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